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HELLO!

FROM S ISWARAN

Dear Residents of West Coast,
January 2, 2025
As we near the end of 2022, I would like to wish you and your family good health and all the best
for the new year. It is important that we all stay vigilant to protect our health, especially given the
Noah
Schumacher
rise in COVID-19
sub-variant
infections. Please do take the necessary precautions and go for your
Recruitment
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Schuester Digital Media Group
I am excited that123
weAnywhere
will have an
St. MRT station in West Coast as part of phase 2 of the Cross Island
Line. When the line
ready
by 2032, you can look forward to greater connectivity and faster
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access to the rest of Singapore through our extensive MRT network.

The Ayer Rajah Food Centre reopened on 24 September after three months of refurbishing works,
Dear Mr. Schumacher,
with new fans and lighting for a brighter and cooler dining experience, as well as refreshed
washrooms equipped with water conservation features. I look forward to meeting you at the Food
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employer. Your goal in writing your cover letter should be to encourage the
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to read
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and
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specific
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Street 2. skills, experiences, and training that are relevant
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to the position you want to get. However, avoid simply repeating the information
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theincluded
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our veryand
own
you
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dedicated team of volunteers who serve as the eyes and ears of our community by conducting
Since you are applying for specific roles, give specific examples and events that
mobile patrols and reporting on suspicious incidents. Thank you to our GROW and grassroots
demonstrate
your ability
perform
given
the
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leaders and volunteers
for keeping
West to
Coast
safewell
andifthe
best
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for all of us.
Yes,
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maintainorasuggestions
professionalto
airme
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the copy, however, an
Please send your
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comments
at west.coast.mps@pap.org.sg.
exceedingly formal tone may turn off those who read it. Remember to also show
Together, Making
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genuine
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for Home.
the job. You can think of it this way: it’s not a suit-andtie event, but a smart casual gathering. Steer away from highly personal
information and questions about the position. This includes talking about salary
expectations and company benefits. Instead, reserve such inquiries for the
actual interview.
Make sure you proofread your cover letter before sending it. There are various
online tools that can help you catch minor grammatical or typographical errors.
Additionally, make sure your cover letter is easy to read. Use a simple font like
the one used here. Avoid
walls of text,
too.
letter
intofrom
paragraphs
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New
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makes it easy on the eyes and organizes the information you provide.
Best regards,
Ariadne Snyder

West Coast Guardian Responders
on Wheels (GROW)
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